Biofilm promoted current generation of Pseudomonas aeruginosa microbial fuel cell via improving the interfacial redox reaction of phenazines.
Bacteria biofilm plays a key role in current generation of microbial fuel cells (MFCs), especially for the start-up stage. However, the detailed mechanism of the biofilm promoting the power generation is not very clear so far, especially for those exoelectrogens who rely on the self-excreted electron mediators for extracellular electron transfer. In this work, a biofilm formation inhibitor-sodium houttuyfonate (SH) is used to build a "non-biofilm" anode of Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa) without affecting the bacteria growth during the MFC operation. According to the comparison results of the "non-biofilm" anode and biofilm-covered anode on current generation, phenazines concentration variation and anodic electrocatalysis, the biofilm on the anode not only provides plenty of bacterial cells for catalysis but also promotes the interfacial phenazine redox reaction through accumulating the self-generated mediators on anode for fast interfacial electron transfer. This work proves that the biofilm assisted electron mediator accumulation will benefit such kind of exoelectrogens to sustain sufficient electron mediators for extracellular electron transfer.